The author presents the generalized Stokes theorem for R-linear forms on Lie algebroids (which can be non-local). We apply the Stokes formula on forms to prove that two homotopic homomorphisms of Lie algebroids implies the existence of a chain operator joining their pullback operators.
Introduction
Some authors, e.g. Evens, Lu, Weinstein in [5] , Crainic, Fernandes in [3] , [4] , proposed the use of some R-linear connections and R-linear forms to examine some characteristic classes. In [5] the authors define the modular class of the Lie algebroid using some R-linear connection, namely the adjoint representation, and introduce the more general notion of a representation up to homotopy. Such connections and so-called non-linear forms were used by Crainic and Fernandes to study secondary characteristic classes on Lie algebroids in the more general context. Using the definition of Grabowski-Marmo-Michor it was shown in [1] that the modular class of a basepreserving homomorphism of Lie algebroids is the Chern-Simons form for a pair of R-linear connections determined by some distinguished divergences.
It was the motivation to investigate whether the classical Stokes' theorem extends to R-linear forms. In this text we present the Stokes formula for R-linear forms on Lie algebroids which are more general than usual and non-linear forms. The difficulty lies in that we cannot use a local property for R-linear forms. Moreover, we formulate suitable results for (linear) differential forms on Lie algebroids, which was stated by I. Vaisman in [13, 2010] . These generalize the known result for tangent bundles given by Bott [2] . We apply this result to homotopic homomorphism of Lie algebroids giving a generalization of the result for regular Lie algebroids from [10] . Namely, we prove that two homotopic homomorphisms of (arbitrary) Lie algebroids implies the existence of a chain operator joining their pullback operators. 
Forms on Lie Algebroids
holds ( [12] ). The anchor induces a homomorphism of Lie algebras Sec
, is faithful (see [6] ). If ρ A is a constant rank (i.e. Im ρ A is a constant dimensional and completely integrable distribution), we say that (A,
, both over the same manifold M , we mean a homomorphism of vector bundles Φ :
We say that two Lie algebroids are isomorphic if there exists their homomorphism which is an isomorphism of vector bundles.
For more information about Lie algebroids we refer the reader to [7] , [11] , [9] .
A ) be a Lie algebroid on a manifold M . By an n-differential form on A we mean a section η ∈ Γ ( n A * ). In the space Ω (A) = n≥0 Γ ( n A * ) we have the exterior differential operator d A given by the classical formula 
is called an R-linear form on A. The space of all R-linear n-forms on A will be denoted by Alt n R (Γ (A) ; C ∞ (M )), and the space of R-linear forms on A by Alt
We extend the exterior multiplication of differential forms on the Lie algebroid to the space Alt • R (Γ (A) ; C ∞ (M )), obtaining the structure of an algebra and extend d A to a differential operator
by the same formula as in (1) .
Observe that for a Lie algebroid (A, ρ A , [[·, ·]] A ) over a compact orientable manifold M with a volume form Ω every form η ∈ Ω n (A) on A defines an R-linear form
. . , a n ) Ω, a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ Γ (A), which is, in general, nonlocal. 
. . , a n ∈ Γ (A), and Φ * (h) = h • Φ for h ∈ C ∞ (M ); the form Φ * (ω) is called the pullback of ω via Φ. Since ρ B • Φ = ρ A and Φ preserves brackets, we see that
Now we recall the definition of a homomorphism of Lie algebroids (Higgins and Mackenzie, [7] ) which extends the notion of a Lie algebroid homomorphism over the identity map and the definition of a pullback of (C ∞ (M )-linear) forms of the Lie algebroid (Kubarski, [10] ).
Definition 1 By a homomorphism
, where the first is over a manifold M , the second over a manifold N , we mean a homomorphism of vector bundles Φ :
Definition 2 Let Φ be a homomorphism of Lie algebroids (
). Therefore, Φ defines the homomorphism Φ # : H (B) → H (A) on cohomologies. Moreover, we see that for two homomorphisms of Lie algebroids Ψ : A → B and Φ : B → C (over f : M → N and g : N → P , respectively) holds
has a Lie algebroid structure with the projection to the first factor as an anchor and the bracket 
is a Lie algebroid with a surjective anchor ρ B : B → T N (then we say that B is transitive), then any smooth mapping f : M → N is admissible. Moreover, any surjective submersion is admissible. 
Lie algebroid (see also [9] ) with the projection on the first factor as an anchor and the bracket
; see [7] . Then Φ can be written as a composition of two homomorphisms of Lie algebroids
is a (base-preserving) homomorphism of A and the inverse-image of B via f (see [9] , [10] ) given by α → (ρ A (α) , Φ (α)), and χ : f ∧ (B) → B is the projection to the second factor. Hence, the pullback operator Φ * : Ω (B) → Ω (A) can be represented as a composition Φ * = Φ * • χ * where χ * : Ω (B) → Ω (f ∧ (B)) and
for all ω ∈ Ω n (B), n ≥ 1, and for all c 1 = X 1 ,
We recall the definition of the Cartesian product of two Lie algebroids from [10] .
Definition 7 The Cartesian product of two Lie algebroids
over manifolds M and N , respectively, is the Lie algebroid
, given in such a way that for all σ = σ 1 , σ 2 ,
where for all (x, y)
respectively.
The Generalized Stokes Theorem on Lie Algebroids
In this section we will prove the Stokes formula for Lie algebroids and R-linear (not necessarily local) forms, which is a generalization of the known formula from [2] .
A ) be a Lie algebroid on a manifold M . For every natural k, let pr 2 : R k × M → M be a projection on the second factor and
the standard k-simplex in R k . Additionally we set the standard 0-simplex as ∆ 0 = {0}.
are isomorphic (see [7] ) and
is a Lie algebroid over R k × M with the projection on the first factor as an anchor and the
is an isomorphism of Lie algebroids T R k ×A and pr ∧ 2 (A). In view of the identification
The cross-section (0, ξ) of a vector bundle T R k × A will be simply denoted by ξ and (
..,a n−k ∈ Γ (A) and
Theorem 8 (The Stokes theorem for R-linear forms) For every k ∈ N,
where σ k j : R k → R k+1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ k + 1 are functions defined by σ 0 0 (0) = 1, σ 0 1 (0) = 0, and for
and where
. . , a n−k+1 ) is, by definition, equal to
. . , a n ∈ Γ (A).
Proof. In the proof of the theorem we make direct calculations because we can not use local properties of forms as in the classical Stokes' theorem. Changes of variables via suitable diffeomorphisms have been used. We can consider two cases: k = 1 and k ≥ 2. The first case is left to the reader (we have here straightforward calculations). Let k ≥ 2 and n ≥ k be natural numbers, Ω ∈ A n R T R k × A , a 0 , ..., a n−k ∈ Γ (A), t 1 , . . . ,t k = id R k be the identity map on
Hence, putting
On the other hand,
, . . .
, a 0 , . . . , a n−k dt 1 . .
, a 0 , . . . , a n−k dt 1 . . . dt k−1 .
In view of the fact that
and using the suitable transformation we see that the second term of the above is equal to
This is the second term of
. . , a n−k ). We apply (4), (5) again and deduce that (−1)
after a change of variables in the integral (|J φ j | = 1) we get
. . , a n−k ). We have thus
If we restrict the discussion to differential (linear) forms in (3), on the right side of (3) we obtain operators of pullback of forms.
Let
be a restriction of
to the module Ω T R k × A of differential forms on the Lie algebroid
Therefore, as a corollary we obtain the Stokes theorem for differential forms on Lie algebroids (see also [13] ).
Theorem 9 (The Stokes theorem for differential forms on Lie algebroids) For every k ∈ N,
where σ k j : R k → R k+1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ k are functions defined in Theorem 8 and dσ
A is the pullback of forms via the homomorphism of Lie algebroids dσ
5 Homotopy Operators with Φ (θ 0 , ·) = Φ 0 and Φ (θ 1 , ·) = Φ 1 , where θ 0 ∈ T 0 R and θ 1 ∈ T 1 R are null vectors; T R × A denotes the Cartesian product of Lie algebroids T R and A. If there exists a homotopy joining two homomorphisms, we say that these homomorphisms are homotopic.
As a corollary from Theorem 9 we obtain the following result which is a generalization of the result for regular Lie algebroids from [10] .
is a chain operator joining From the above, the Stokes formula (Theorem 9 for k = 1) and the commutativity of a pullback of differential forms on the Lie algebroid via a homomorphism of Lie algebroids with differentials, we conclude that:
Remark 12
The projection on the second factor π : T R k × A → A is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids over pr 2 . Moreover, G 0 : A → T R k × A, G 0 (a) = (Θ 0 , a), where Θ 0 ∈ T 0 R k is the null vector tangent to R k at the zero point, is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids over
Consider f : R × R k → R k , f (s, t) = s · t. Since df : T R × R k = T R × T R k → T R k is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids over f , then Φ = df × id A : T R × T R k × A → T R k × A is a homomorphism of Lie algebroids over f × id M which is a homotopy joining G 0 • π to id T R×A . According to Theorem 11, we conclude that there exists a chain operator h :
Therefore id H • (T R k ×A) −π # • G # 0 is the zero-map in cohomology. From this and (7) we deduce that
